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 Tree of Life Case Study: Harley’s Story   

Harley was 10 years old when he was diagnosed with a brain tumour, following a three-week history 

of vomiting and headaches.   

As part of his rehabilitation Harley started working with the Tom’s Trust Clinical Psychologist, Sarah 

Archibald. Harley worked his Tree of Life in his psychology sessions with Sarah. This involved using 

the tree to represent Harley’s life, such as looking at his roots (where his family are originally from, 

his family history, favourite memories, and favourite food and favourite songs), looking at what he 

does day to day (the ground), what his strengths, skills and talents are (the trunk of the tree), thinking 

about his hopes, dreams and wishes for the future (the branches), those who are important to him 

(the leaves on the tree), and the gifts he gives to others (the flowers of the tree). The gifts can be acts 

of kindness, laughter, love, and many other things that we do when being kind to others. The final 

part of building on Harley’s Tree of Life involved his family and members of the rehabilitation team 

giving him fruits. The fruits of the tree represent all the things that they are impressed with by Harley, 

and everything that stands out to them about him.  

 

 Harley said that he has “liked everything” about his psychology sessions. He said that “it relaxes me 

and helps me to cope with things that I can’t at home. Having my family involved with my tree has 

helped me to feel better”. His mother said that “it (psychology) has opened my eyes a lot as to what 

goes through his head as he does not talk a lot”.  


